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Preface

This report by the AICPA Task Force on the Report of the Com
mittee on Education and Experience Requirements for CPAs
was presented by the chairman, Wayne J. Albers, to the fall
meeting of Council on October 21, 1978. On that date, the report
was approved by the Council as representing a statement of
current AICPA policy on accounting education.
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Introduction

In early 1976, a task force was appointed by the AICPA Educa
tion Executive Committee to determine if the curriculum propos
als set forth in Appendix D of the 1969 Report of the Committee
on Education and Experience Requirements for CPAs (Beamer
report) continue to be appropriate in light of current education
practice. In 1977, the task force was also charged with review
ing and reevaluating the ten recommendations of the AICPA
Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for
CPAs and the committee’s supporting discussion (pages 6
through 16 of that report).
The task force determined that a number of the committee’s
recommendations had been superseded or modified by edu
cation policies subsequently adopted by the Institute. The task
force concluded, therefore, that there was a need to summarize
the Institute’s current policy on education requirements for entry
into the profession.
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Statements of Policy

Education Requirements for
Entry Into the Accounting Profession

1. The CPA certificate is evidence of basic competence of
professional quality in the discipline of accounting. This basic
competence is demonstrated by acquiring the body of knowl
edge common to the profession and passing the CPA examina
tion.1
2. Horizons for a Profession is authoritative for the purpose of
delineating the common body of knowledge to be possessed by
those about to begin their professional careers as CPAs.2
3. At least 150 semester hours of college study are needed to
obtain the common body of knowledge for CPAs and should be
the education requirement. For those who meet this standard,
no qualifying experience should be required to sit for the CPA
examination.
1 Report of the Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for
CPAs, March 1969, “Statement of Recommendations,” p. 6.
2 Report of the Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for
CPAs, p. 6.
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4. The scope and content of the educational program should
approximate what is described in Academic Preparation for Pro
fessional Accounting Careers3 and should lead to the awarding
of a graduate degree.
5. At the earliest practical date, the states should adopt the
150-semester-hour education requirement. The date by which
implementation of this policy may be practical may be depend
ent upon the following factors: (1) the current education re
quirement in each jurisdiction, (2) the availability of graduate
accounting education in each jurisdiction, and (3) appropriate
lead time to permit individuals to meet proposed education re
quirements.
6. Candidates should be encouraged to take the CPA exami
nation as soon as they have fulfilled the education requirements,
and as close to their college graduation dates as possible. For
those graduating in June, this may involve taking the May
examination on a provisional basis.4
7. Student internships are desirable and are encouraged as
part of the educational program.5
8. The AICPA should encourage the development of quality
programs of professional accounting (or schools of professional
accounting) and participate in their accreditation.6
9. Educational programs must be flexible and adaptive, and
this is best achieved by entrusting their specific content to the
academic community. However, the knowledge to be acquired
and abilities to be developed through formal education for pro
fessional accounting are proper and continuing concerns of the
AICPA.7

3 See Appendix I.
4 Report of the Committee on Education
CPAs, p. 7.
5 Report of the Committee on Education
CPAs, p. 7.
6 Resolution adopted by AICPA Council in
modified by Council in October 1978.
7 Report of the Committee on Education
CPAs, p. 7.
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and Experience Requirements for
and Experience Requirements for
October 1976 (see Appendix II), as
and Experience Requirements for

10. The AICPA should review periodically the standards of
admission requirements for CPAs.8

8 Report of the Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for
CPAs, p. 7.

Explanation of the Differences
Between the 1969 and 1978
Statements of Policy on Education
Requirements

The 150-Semester-Hour Program (Policy statement 3)
In 1969, the Beamer committee recognized that the body of
knowledge for the accounting profession was growing and con
cluded that more time would be required to acquire this ex
panded body of knowledge than had been necessary in the
past. Because a baccalaureate degree generally took four years
to acquire, the Beamer committee merely used this time desig
nation vehicle, that is, an increase from four to five years, to
express its conclusion that more formal education should be
required for CPAs. However, considering the variety of ways to
acquire academic degrees, it is incorrect to literally interpret a
five-year requirement as meaning attendance at a college for
five years. Rather it is the scope and content of the program that
is important. We believe that the term 150-semester-hour pro
6

gram is preferable to the five-year program designation, which
places unwarranted emphasis on the number of years it might
take to achieve the objectives of the program.

The Graduate Degree Requirement
(Policy statement 4)
Although present policy does not specify a master’s degree
requirement, the desirability of a master’s degree for entry into
the accounting profession has been expressed in Institute litera
ture and policy statements:
• Council’s 1962 resolution states, in part, that “ postgraduate
education for careers in public accounting is desirable,” and
that “ as soon as it is feasible, postgraduate study devoted prin
cipally to accountancy and business administration should be
come a requirement for the CPA certificate. . . .” 1
• The Final Report of the Board on Standards for Programs
and Schools of Professional Accounting supported the posi
tion that “ graduates earning postbaccalaureate degrees from
schools or programs of professional accounting meeting the
proposed standards should be permitted to sit for the Uniform
CPA Examination and, upon passing, be awarded the CPA cer
tificate.”2
• The AICPA Model Accountancy Bill provides that “after the
expiration of the five-year period immediately following the effec
tive date of this Act, the education requirement shall be a bac
calaureate degree conferred by a college or university recog
nized by the Board and not less than 30 semester hours addi
tional study. . . .”3
While it could be implied that a 150-semester-hour program
leads to a graduate degree, we believe that a graduate degree
requirement should be explicitly stated.

1 Resolution adopted by AICPA Council in 1962. See Appendix II.
2 Final Report of Board on Standards for Programs and Schools of Professional
Accounting (New York: AICPA, 1977), p. 2.
3 Model Accountancy Bill (New York: AICPA, 1974).
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Adoption by the States (Policy statement 5)
Previously, it was recommended that a five-year requirement be
adopted by 1975. Since that target date has already passed, the
Institute now encourages implementation of the 150-semesterhour education requirement at the earliest practical date.
Because the Institute supports a 150-semester-hour educa
tion requirement for CPAs and the establishment of programs of
professional accounting,4 reference to four-year programs (as in
recommendation 4 of the Beamer report) is inconsistent with
current Institute policy. Further, qualifying experience (referred
to in recommendations 4 and 5 of the Beamer report) was an
element of the “transitional alternative” to the adoption of the
five-year program (redesignated as the 150-semester-hour pro
gram) and is no longer relevant.
Because various factors will affect the “earliest practical
date” by which each jurisdiction can implement the 150semester-hour requirement, it was considered useful to identify
some of these factors.

Accreditation of Programs of Professional
Accounting (Policy statement 8)
Recommendation 8 of the Beamer report was superseded by
Council action in October 1976, when it resolved that the AICPA
should encourage the development of programs of professional
accounting and should participate in their accreditation. Addi
tionally, the AICPA Board on Standards for Programs and
Schools of Professional Accounting, whose final report was re
ceived by the board of directors in May 1977, recommended
that the Institute assume a significant role in the formulation of an
accreditation process.

4 Resolution adopted by AICPA Council in October 1976. See Appendix II.

APPENDIX I

Academic Preparation for
Professional Accounting Careers

Preface
Following the publication of Horizons for a Profession,1 in March
1967, the president of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants appointed a committee on education and experi
ence requirements for CPAs (the Beamer committee). The
Beamer committee was charged with reviewing the conclusions
of Horizons and recommending to the board of directors (then
called the executive committee) a position on education and
experience for CPAs as a basis for Institute policy.
To provide an opportunity for educators to study and dis
cuss Horizons, the Institute cosponsored with business schools
throughout the country a series of fifty seminars. The reports of
these seminars showed that accounting educators felt a need
for more specific guidance on curriculum than was provided in
Horizons.
1 Robert H. Roy and James H. MacNeill, Horizons for a Profession (New York:
AICPA, 1967).
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To fulfill both objectives, that is, recommend a position to
the board of directors and provide more specific guidance to
planners of accounting curriculums, in March 1968, the Beamer
committee prepared a paper entitled “Academic Preparation for
Professional Accounting Careers.”
In early 1976, the education executive committee appointed
a task force to review the recommendations of the Beamer
committee to determine whether the curriculum proposals set
forth in the paper continue to be appropriate in light of current
practice and education conditions. Although substantially in
agreement with the Beamer committee’s recommendations, the
task force made some modifications in the sample program,
including changing the program’s designation from a five-year
to a 150-semester-hour program. Describing a program in terms
of semester hours is preferable to describing it in terms of five
years. Use of the designation, “five-years,” tends to place un
warranted emphasis on the number of years it might take to
acquire the requisite body of knowledge. The recommendations
and sample program contained in this revision are substantially
the Beamer committee’s recommendations, as endorsed and
modified by the task force. The task force feels that the sample
program might also assist those who are concerned with improv
ing the quality of other accounting programs, such as the bac
calaureate degree program.

Introduction
The Beamer committee noted the expanding role of the account
ant in society and expressed the belief that the recommenda
tions specified in Horizons for a Profession must be adopted if
accountants are to fill this role. Therefore, it endorsed the rec
ommendations in Horizons. The Beamer committee also noted
the trend toward placing greater reliance on formal education
than on on-the-job training for professional preparation. It
agreed this was a desirable development and believed that the
body of knowledge necessary for entrance into the profession
should be acquired as part of the collegiate education. After
analyzing the recommendations of Horizons, the Beamer com
mittee concluded that mastery of this body of knowledge, which
10

is commensurate with the profession’s public responsibility,
would require not less than five years (referred to as 150 semes
ter hours) of collegiate study. Thus, it recommended that the
Institute recognize the need for education beyond the bac
calaureate degree for those entering the profession. It further
recommended that the Institute specify neither courses or
course hours nor encourage such specific course requirements
to be made a matter of law or regulation. The task force en
dorses these recommendations.
As the Beamer committee pointed out, education for CPAs
must not only pace but anticipate the changes that take place in
business and in the accounting profession. To do this, educa
tional programs must be flexible and adaptive. This is achieved
by entrusting their specific content to the accounting academic
community. Notwithstanding, the scope, purpose, and general
content of the formal education for professional accounting are
proper concerns of the Institute.
The charge of the Beamer committee was to examine the
implications of Horizons on career preparation and training, be it
through experience or through formal education. The Beamer
committee believed and the task force concurs that the implica
tions for formal education can be observed in an illustrative
program, which constitutes the bulk of this report. It should be
viewed as one possible means for implementing Horizons for a
Profession.
Preparation for accounting careers is now and will continue
to be achieved in a variety of institutional settings. Regardless of
the setting in which students complete their career preparations,
its scope and content should approximate what is described
here and should lead to the awarding of a graduate degree. This
program is intended to be descriptive rather than prescriptive.
The program implied by Horizons is referred to as a sample
program to distinguish it from existing programs and from any
transitional programs that practical circumstances may require.
The captions for the various sections of the sample program are
intended as generic terms rather than actual course titles, and
the designation of course credit hours is used to suggest the
relative emphasis to be given to the various course sections or
topics. It should be stressed, however, that the course designa
tion and credit hours are offered only for curriculum guidance
and not for legislative prescription.
11

Sample Program
Education for professional accounting should be composed of
three segments— general education, general business educa
tion, and accounting education. Although they are interrelated,
the segments are treated separately here for expository pur
poses only.
G eneral Education

The segment of the program termed “general education” should
account for approximately 40 percent of the program or the
equivalent of sixty semester hours. The profession requires that
its entrants be men and women whose education has provided
them with the foundations for continued learning, development,
and growth. The content of a CPA’s general education does not
always relate directly to the demands of professional practice;
hence, no attempt is made here to completely delineate it. Stu
dents should come to understand man himself, his history, the
philosophies by which he lives, the language in which he com
municates, and the arts and sciences that enrich his existence.
Certain topics within the scope of general education have
more direct relationship to the requirements of professional
practice. Among these are communication, behavioral sci
ences, economics, elementary accounting, an introduction to
the computer, and mathematics and statistics.
Communication—6 -9 Semester Hours

Effective communication, both written and oral, is an indispens
able skill of the professional. The task force recommends that
the schools adopt some method to assure that students acquire
these skills and that students be required to demonstrate written
communication abilities in every course. Our concern is not with
literary style, but with the student’s ability to convey messages
clearly, concisely, and precisely and without errors in grammar,
punctuation, and spelling. Students should also develop skill in
oral presentations.
Behavioral Sciences— 6 Semester Hours

The profession’s concern for the behavioral sciences derives
from the CPA’s need to understand individual and group be12

havior, decision making, and organization theory. Topics of
specific interest would include authority, learning, motivation,
conflict, and innovation. The CPA needs to know how individual
and organizational decisions are made. As a member of an
organization, working with and for other complex organizations,
the CPA must understand formal and informal networks of indi
viduals and groups, chains of command, assignment of respon
sibilities, cross-loyalties, information flows, and controls.
Economics— 6 Semester Hours

That the accountant should have a good understanding of
economics seems obvious. What courses are required to de
velop this “good understanding” is not as apparent. There are
necessary trade-offs between the essential and the desirable,
and between economics and other disciplines, which can also
contribute to the accountant’s knowledge. It is clear, however,
that the student should study both macro-economics and
micro-economics at the introductory level. Additional recom
mended study of economics is discussed in “ General Business
Education” (see page 16).
Elementary Macro-Economics. The accountant must acquire
an overview of the operations of the economy. This overview
should include consideration of national income measurement,
monetary and fiscal theories and policies, employment,
economic growth, international economics, business cycles,
forecasting, and government policies concerned with taxation,
spending, and economic planning. The student should be given
a basic knowledge of the tools of analysis and measurement,
including the gross national product; the multiplier involving the
effect on national income of such factors as investment, con
sumption, and government spending; and the equation of ex
change involving the supply and velocity of money.
Elementary Micro-Economics. Roy and MacNeill adequately
describe the content of the elementary course in m icro
economics as follows:
The beginning CPA should . . . have knowledge of the nature of
the economic forces that affect the firm, their effects and their
interactions. For example, he should be aware of the relationship
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of price to demand, of the factor of elasticity, of the effect of
degrees of competition. He should understand cost behavior and
the various concepts of cost (marginal, implicit, etc.), labor pro
ductivity, the theory and philosophy of government policies to
ward business. These factors must be understood conceptually
as they affect decision and policy making within the firm, and
conversely as those decisions and policies in turn affect the
economy.
Within this conceptual foundation of micro-economics, the
beginning CPA should be familiar with the economists’ ap
proaches to analyses involving, for example, price equilibrium in
relation to supply and demand behavior, and marginal revenue
and cost behavior. He should know some of the specific instru
ments of government control such as anti-trust machinery, regula
tion of public utilities, prohibitions on price discrimination, and
restrictions on international capital movements through such
means as the equalization tax and the taxation of the earnings of
foreign subsidiaries of domestic corporations.2
Elementary Accounting— 3 -6 Semester Hours

Elementary accounting is included in general education be
cause we believe that an educated person in our society should
learn the rudiments of the subject. We feel that this course is of
unique importance.
We are aware that enrollments in the elementary accounting
course greatly exceed those in subsequent courses. While we
appreciate that some attrition is due to the intentional screening
out of individuals not suited to accounting careers, we are con
vinced that an even greater portion of attrition is accounted for
by disenchantment with the first course.
In harmony with our suggestions that the elementary course
in accounting is appropriately included in general education
and that it be recommended for all students, the content and
organization of the course should fit the needs of those who may
not choose to concentrate in accounting. It should emphasize
the functions of accounting in a business-oriented society and
the concepts on which accounting rests. It should acquaint stu
dents with the differences in the types of accounting information
required by internal users and by users outside the accounting

2 Roy and MacNeill, Horizons for a Profession, pp. 226-227.
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entity. Although procedures should be introduced to illuminate
the concepts presented, the primary emphasis of the course
should not be on the mastery of procedures. Such a course, we
believe, is equally appropriate as the foundation for those who
choose to study the subject in greater depth and may, in fact,
attract a larger number of the better students to do so.
Introduction to the Computer— 3 Semester Hours

We believe that a basic knowledge of computers—what they are
and what they can do—should be part of any student’s general
education and is essential for those entering professional ac
counting. The computer has become a ubiquitous device the
introduction to which should come relatively early in a college
career; students should have the opportunity to use the comput
er as a valuable tool in their subsequent courses. In an elemen
tary course, the student should learn at least one computer
system—the functions of the component parts, the general
capabilities of the system, and the more universal terms as
sociated with the computer. Students should learn at least one
computer language well enough to permit them to write a pro
gram addressing a simple problem and to debug that program
to render it operational. Some sophistication in computers and
information systems should be further developed in other
courses as discussed in “Accounting Education” (see page 20).
Mathematics and Statistics— 12 Semester Hours

From the study of mathematics and statistics, the prospective
CPA should become familiar with the mathematical techniques
that have application to the solution of business problems. Stu
dents should develop a facility with symbolic notation, be able to
reduce complex problems to their essential elements, and ex
press the relationships of these elements in quantitative terms.
To achieve these objectives, we recommend a minimum of
twelve semester hours of college study or its equivalent. We
agree with the authors of Horizons for a Profession that the ob
jective is “ conceptual understanding” rather than “manipulative
skill.” Additional course work in applications of quantitative
techniques to the solution of business problems is discussed in
the segment on “ General Business Education” (see page 16).
15

Other General Education— 18-24 Semester Hours

This portion of general education cannot be definitively iden
tified with the demands of professional practice. Whether
specified by the faculty or left to the election of the student,
these semester hours should be devoted to supplementing the
study of the humanities, the physical or social sciences, and the
arts to provide the student with a rounded exposure. Special
consideration might be given to the areas of logic and ethics.
A discussion of an additional twelve to fifteen semester
hours of electives appears in the section on “ Electives” (see
page 25).
Summary

The allocation of sixty semester hours devoted to general educa
tion appears in table 1, below.
Table 1
Communication .................
Behavioral sciences .........
Economics ........................
Elementary accounting . . . .
Introduction to the computer
Mathematics and statistics
Other general education ..

Semester
hours
...................................
6-9
................................
6

................................

6

...................................
...................................
..................................
...................................

3-6
3
12
24-18

Total semester hours

60

G eneral Business Education

Building upon the knowledge gained in the general education
courses, the general business education courses provide an
understanding of the functions of production, marketing, and
finance whereby the management of an organization is involved
in deciding what products will be produced, the processes by
which they will be produced, how they will be sold and distrib
uted to the consumer, and the means by which the entire proc
ess will be financed. In the general business education courses,
knowledge is also acquired about general economic theory and
the monetary system and some of the human and organizational
forces which influence business management.
16

Economics— 6 Semester Hours

The introduction to macro- and micro-economics previously de
scribed should be supplemented. In light of the professional
demands to which the CPA will be subjected, we believe that
further study in theory and in the monetary system will make the
greatest contribution to the total education of the accountant.
Economic Theory. Economics is so important to an under
standing of business operations and the activities of the CPA
that the elementary courses are inadequate to provide the req
uisite level of competence. Study beyond the principal courses
should include additional study in general economic theory.
The Monetary System. Although we are inclined to take our
money system and its operations largely for granted, it is, in fact,
a highly complex system with which the CPA should be familiar.
The CPA also should understand the workings of the institutions
in the banking system. Events in recent years indicate that the
international implications of our monetary and banking systems
should be adequately treated.
The Legal and Social Environment of Business—
3 Semester Hours

The subject matter envisioned in this section may be offered
under a number of course titles— business and government,
administrative law, government regulation of business activity,
or others. In addition to the traditional topics encompassed by
those courses, attention should be given to social forces which
impinge upon business, such as consumer activism, environ
mentalism, organized labor, urban blight, minority rights, and so
forth.
Business Law— 6 Semester Hours

The CPA’s work embraces legal matters in so many ways that a
relatively extensive knowledge of business law is required. A
CPA should be aware of the meanings of constitutionality, the
interrelationships between federal and state law, jurisdiction and
the respective roles of common law and equity, statutory law,
and administrative regulation in our legal fabric. In addition, the
CPA needs to be familiar with matters such as the law of con
17

tracts, agency, commercial paper, sales, property, wills, es
tates, and trusts. CPAs need not be expert in legal matters, but
they should be able to recognize relevant problems, apply the
underlying principles of law to accounting and auditing situa
tions, and seek legal counsel or recommend that it be sought
when appropriate.

Marketing—3 Semester Hours
An extensive knowledge of marketing is not required of CPAs;
nonetheless, they should be familiar with the channels of, and
the major institutions involved in, the distribution process and
with the problems of pricing (which expands upon the aspects
of pricing theory studied in economics). CPAs should know
enough about the marketing function to understand how ac
counting can help solve marketing problems.

Finance—6 Semester Hours
Finance is intimately related to the work of accountants. Ac
counting measurements, analyses, terminology, and statement
format are intrinsically financial. Consequently, CPAs’ exposure
to the study of finance must be more than superficial.
. . . the beginning CPA [should] be thoroughly familiar with the
concepts and analytical approaches necessary to evaluate capi
tal needs and alternative sources of capital [including leases]. . . .
He should understand the effect of depreciation and the impact of
taxes on cash flow. He should be able to use the various tools of
financial analysis such as the many ratios and rates of turnover,
the comparison of discounted cash flows under alternative capital
investment decisions, and the measurement of the cost of alterna
tive sources of capital .. . he must have some knowledge of the
institutions [such as the Securities and Exchange Commission]
that comprise that [financial] environment, their nature, their ac
tivities, and the terminology they employ.3

Organization, Group, and Individual Behavior—
3-6 Semester Hours
In these courses, knowledge of the behavioral sciences is re
lated to management practices in the context of business or
3 Roy and MacNeill, Horizons for a Profession, pp. 260-261.
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ganizations. The emphasis should be on what is relevant to
managers working in the organizational setting. The topic has
four facets: individual, group, intergroup, and total organization
relationships. Both as a consultant and as a systems designer,
the accountant must be aware of the human factors involved in
systems design and in personal situations.

Quantitative Applications in Business—6 Semester Hours
Using mathematics and statistics concepts studied earlier,
these courses deal with business problems that are susceptible
to quantitative solution. The courses should include practice in
optimization models such as linear programming, the applica
tion of queuing theory, critical path methods, and simulation.
They would also involve developing sampling situations, correla
tion and regression analyses, and statistical decision theory.
The courses should be problem oriented and directed to the
development of understanding the methodologies, the data re
quired for analysis and decision making, and the limitations of
these techniques.

Written Communication—3 Semester Hours
The written communication course is intended to reinforce the
knowledge gained in general education courses in communica
tion and to develop the student’s ability to communicate effec
tively in business. Students must be made to recognize that
voice inflection, facial expressions, gestures, or other techniques
of face-to-face communication are not available to the writer,
who is limited to selection of words, syntax, and punctuation to
create the desired responses in readers. The writer must, there
fore, consider the position and viewpoint of the reader and the
connotations of the words which are used.

Integration of the Functional Fields of Business
The sample program does not include an integrative course that
brings together an understanding of the subject matter areas to
which the student has been exposed. This is not meant to dis
courage the offering of a course in business policy. Such a
course may be designed to integrate the functional fields of
19

business or the component areas of accounting, according to
the determination of the faculty. Whether or not such a course is
offered, the subjects described in the sample program should
be taught in such a way that these interrelationships are evident.
Summary
The hours devoted to the study of general business education
are shown in table 2, below.
Table 2
Semester
hours
Economics (theory and the monetary system) .........
6
The legal and social environment of business .........
3
Business law .................................................................
6
Marketing .....................................................................
3
Finance .........................................................................
6
Organization, group, and individual behavior ...........
3-6
Quantitative applications in business ........................
6
Written communication ................................................
3
Total semester hours
36-39

Accounting Education
We are aware that business schools limit the hours a student is
permitted to take in any one area. To the extent the trade-off of
depth of understanding in one area contributes to the objective
of breadth of understanding, we are inclined to be sympathetic
with the practice. Nonetheless, we are concerned with the prep
aration for careers in professional accounting, in which breadth
of education does not justify deficiencies in accounting under
standing. If it were necessary to sacrifice accounting compe
tence to gain the desirable breadth of education, we would op
pose that trade-off. However, we do not believe we are faced
with a choice between essential education and desirable educa
tion; we believe both can be attained within a 150-semester-hour
program. But, accounting faculties will need to carefully review
their present course offerings and may need to restructure them
to achieve the objectives described below. We conclude that
the accounting program will include thirty-nine semester hours
beyond the elementary course and will have the flexibility to
20

provide for limited study in some area of accounting specializa
tion (see “Areas of Accounting Specialization,” page 26).
While we prefer conceptual understanding to procedural
skill, we do not believe that a trade-off is required here either.
The allotted time, if it is used well, is sufficient to achieve both—
procedures can and should be introduced when they illuminate
concepts presented.
The accounting segment of the curriculum is described in
five main areas: financial, managerial, taxes, auditing, and com
puters and information systems. The overall objectives are to
give the student an understanding of the functions of account
ing, the underlying body of concepts that constitute accounting
theory, and the application of these concepts to accounting
problems and situations. The overall objectives are paramount
irrespective of whether the student’s career path leads to
specialization in taxes, auditing, computer and information sys
tems, not-for-profit entities, or some aspect of management ad
visory services. Courses in accounting should also cover or
ganization of the profession and the professional ethics and
responsibilities of the CPA.
The concepts discussed under the following five captions
are applicable not only to profit-oriented business entities, but to
governmental and other not-for-profit institutions. In today’s envi
ronment, accounting for not-for-profit entities, especially gov
ernment, has taken on increased importance. Problems of non
profit entities can be expected to continue to emerge, and will
span financial accounting, managerial accounting, taxes, audit
ing, and computers and information systems. Some accountants
may wish to specialize in accounting for not-for-profit entities,
and the accounting program can provide a basis for such
specialization (see “Areas of Accounting Specialization,” page
26).
Financial Accounting— 15 Semester Hours

The rate of change in financial accounting has been accelerat
ing in recent years. Innovations in business practices, such as
the development of complex leasing arrangements and busi
ness combinations, have caused modifications in accounting
practices. Commensurate with these developments, the ac
counting literature has grown in complexity and volume adding
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substantially to the body of technical accounting knowledge.
Pronouncements of the Financial Accounting Standards Board
and its predecessor, the Accounting Principles Board, as well as
new regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission,
are voluminous. Further, there is no indication that this growth
will soon abate. The number of semester hours allotted to finan
cial accounting should be sufficient to permit adequate cover
age of these developments. The amount of these materials and
their state of continuing change make it impossible to cover all of
the accounting literature; however, students should be made
aware of the need to keep current and should learn how to
research the literature of the FASB, APB, SEC, and other bodies
so that they can solve practical financial accounting problems in
the context of the literature.
Financial Accounting Theory. The financial accounting theory
portion of the curriculum should deal with financial accounting
measurement, including such areas as the determination of
periodic income, revenue recognition, cost allocation, and flow
of funds. Inventory valuation, depreciation theory, liability rec
ognition, and corporation equity measurement are a few of the
many areas within which financial accounting theory should be
studied. In addition, an understanding of the fundamental nature
of accounting would be incomplete without a good knowledge of
the means by which accounting data are communicated, and
this embraces a study of accounting statements, their form of
presentation, and accounting terminology.
Applied Financial Accounting Problems. While it is neither
necessary nor desirable to delve into every possible situation
that might be encountered in the practice of accounting, certain
topics are important to an understanding of the complexities in
the world of business and finance. Business combinations, for
example, involve special application of the principles of meas
urement and realization in such matters as consolidations,
conglomerates, and poolings-of-interest. Peculiar valuation and
presentation problems are encountered in the development of
statements of businesses in financial difficulty, of decedents’
estates, trusts, and not-for-profit organizations. It is not recom
mended, however, that there be exhaustive coverage of myriad
ramifications of these areas; the objective is to familiarize stu
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dents with the kinds of problems that exist and the application of
accounting principles and practices to their solutions.
Contemporary Financial Accounting Issues. Students must
understand that accounting is a living, growing discipline; they
must be aware of and become involved with the issues of the
day. The topics covered in this section will change even more
frequently than that of the other sections. Issues under study by
the standards-setting bodies of the profession should be in
cluded, as well as important research subjects.
Managerial Accounting— 6 Semester Hours

Cost Determination and Analysis. Students should be exposed
to the broad range of managerial accounting concepts and their
terminologies. The study of the measurement and accumulation
of costs includes such topics as direct and indirect costs, the
rationale behind cost allocation procedures, cost-volume rela
tionships, and the application of overhead.
Cost Control. Students should develop familiarity with the con
trols that are afforded in the application of managerial account
ing concepts to the design of the information system. Included
here are flexible budgets, responsibility accounting, profitcenter analysis, and standard costs.
Cost-Based Decision Making. It was stressed at the beginning
of this segment that students should be made aware of the
functions of accounting. It is important, therefore, that they know
how managerial accounting can contribute to decision making
and planning. Typical problems might involve make-or-buy de
cisions, product mix, capital budgeting, and inventory planning.
The methodologies might include present-value analysis, mod
els, and incremental analysis. The objective is not to develop
expertise in all of these tools, but to expand students’ knowledge
of the kinds of approaches to decision making and, particularly,
the need to identify relevant data.
Taxes— 6 Semester Hours

Tax Theory and Considerations. Because the tax law is com
plex and continually changing, it is neither possible nor desira
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ble to cover exhaustively the subject of taxes. But if a student is
to work with problems of a financial nature, some knowledge of
taxes and their impact on decision making is essential. To place
in perspective the multitude of tax laws, regulations, and ad
ministrative and judicial rulings, it is necessary to have (1) an
understanding of the concepts of taxation and the system
employed in the United States, as well as the role of taxation as a
source of revenue and as a device to control the economy, (2)
an understanding of the concept of taxable income, and (3) an
introduction to the methods of tax research. In addition, basic
ideas such as the importance of a corporation’s distinguishing
between interest and dividend payments, the definition of a cap
ital asset, limitations on certain deductions, and the relief af
forded by the carryback and carryover provisions should be
understood. Again, it is not expert knowledge that is required,
but an understanding of the reasons behind each of these provi
sions and the impact of their interrelationships.
Tax Problems. In addition to a broad background in the field of
taxes, the accountant should be able to apply tax principles and
engage in tax research leading to the solution of problems of
some complexity. Cases should involve individuals, corpora
tions, partnerships, trusts, estates, and so forth and the interrela
tionships among these various entities. Only when these interre
lationships are seen can the student comprehend the impact of
taxes on decision making and planning.
Auditing— 6 Semester Hours

Audit Theory and Philosophy. Auditing, whether that of the in
dependent accountant or the internal auditor, contributes to the
reliability of financial and other data. How this is done comprises
auditing theory and philosophy, and is an essential part of an
accountant’s knowledge. This knowledge includes such topics
as evidence, basic techniques including sampling and the use
of the computer, review of internal control, and arithmetic con
trols and reconciliations. Also included are the independent au
ditor’s role, legal responsibilities, codes of ethical conduct, and
standards of reporting, field work, and competence. In addition,
there should be an understanding of the internal auditor’s role as
a vital control element within the management organization.
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Audit Problems. As in other areas of accounting, the student’s
understanding of auditing principles is reinforced and ex
panded by exposure to problems and cases. Subjects might
include statistical sampling, internal control, auditing com
puterized systems, or SEC cases, as well as the more traditional
problems dealing with, for example, the confirmation of receiva
bles, inventory observations, and the plant asset audit.
Computers and Information Systems— 6 Semester Hours

The student’s introductory exposure to the computer should be
developed to explore the strengths and weaknesses of the
computer in the business context and to develop skills with
computer languages and with simulation techniques. It also in
volves investigating complex systems, the techniques of analyz
ing and flowcharting them, developing a basic skill in systems
design, and an understanding of the control procedures re
quired.
Summary

The hours devoted to the study of accounting are shown in table
3, below.
Table 3

Semester
hours
Financial accounting ..................................................
15
Managerial accounting ................................................
6
Taxes .............................................................................
6
Auditing ........................ ................................................
6
Computers and information systems ..........................
6
Total semester hours
39
Electives

The sample program provides for twelve to fifteen semester
hours of electives in addition to the eighteen to twenty-four
semester hours of electives of general education. These twelve
to fifteen semester hours of electives should be allotted to
nonaccounting subjects except that, as discussed on page 26,
no more than six of these hours might be allotted to some area of
accounting specialization.
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Areas of Accounting Specialization

Flexibility has been provided in the sample program to enable
the student to take additional work in some area of accounting
specialization. This may be achieved by allotting to the area of
specialization three semester hours taken from one of the other
accounting areas. Additionally, no more than six of the twelve to
fifteen semester hours of electives might also be allotted to an
area of specialization. However, with the program already pro
viding fifteen semester hours of financial accounting, we feel it is
inadvisable that any of the trade-off described above should
result in a student’s taking additional courses in financial ac
counting. Some examples of areas of specialization are taxes,
auditing, computers and information systems, and accounting
for not-for-profit entities.
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Table 4
A Sample Program
G e n e ral e d u c a tio n

Semester
hours

Communication ............................................................
6-9
Behavioral sciences .................................................... .......... 6
Economics ................................................................... .......... 6
Elementary accounting ................................................
3 -6
Introduction to the computer ....................................... ..........3
Mathematics and statistics ......................................... .........12
Other general education .............................................
24-18
60
G eneral business e d u c a tio n
Economics (theory and the monetary system) ......... ..........6
The legal and social environment of business ......... ..........3
Business law ................................................................. ..........6
Marketing ..................................................................... ..........3
Finance ................................... ..................................... ......... 6
Organization, group, and individual behavior ...........
3 -6
Quantitative applications in business ........................ ..........6
Written communication ................................................
3
36-39
A c c o u n tin g e d u c a tio n a
Financial accounting theory ..........................
Applied financial accounting problems ....... . ........... .........15
Contemporary financial accounting issues ..
Cost determination and analysis ..................
Cost control .................................................... ...................... 6
Cost-based decision making ........................
Tax theory and considerations ...................... ...................... 6
Tax problems .................................................. ...........
Audit theory and philosophy .......................... ..................... 6
Audit problems ................................................ ..........
Computers and information systems ..........................
6
____ 39b
Electives
15—12b
Total semester hours
150
a Includes accounting for both profit-oriented and not-for-profit entities.
b Three semester hours of the thirty-nine hours of accounting education and six
hours of the twelve to fifteen hours of electives, or both, might be allotted to
an area of specialization, as described on page 26.
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APPENDIX II

Chronology of AICPA Policy Positions
on Education and Experience
Requirements for CPAs

April 1959

Upon the recommendation of the special coordinating commit
tee to study the report of the AICPA Commission on Standards of
Education and Experience for CPAs, Council adopted the follow
ing thirteen resolutions.
1. That the long-established meaning of the CPA certificate as
evidence of demonstrated competence for the practice of public
accounting be continued.
2. That a baccalaureate degree be made a requirement for the
CPA certificate; that proportions among accounting, business,
and non-business subjects in the curriculum recommended by
the American Accounting Association Standards Rating Com
mittee are desirable; that those earning baccalaureate degrees
with considerable variations from these proportions be consid
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ered deficient and be required to present evidence of equivalent
study.
3. That studies be made by the AICPA committee on personnel
testing to ascertain whether the tests in the AICPA testing pro
gram can be adapted or new tests developed to serve the pur
pose of screening applicants for postgraduate accounting edu
cational programs.
4. That postgraduate education for careers in public account
ing is desirable, and that as soon as it is feasible postgraduate
study devoted principally to accountancy and business ad
ministration become a requirement for the CPA certificate
(amended in 1962).
5. That an advisory committee of the AICPA, preferably acting
in cooperation with representatives from the American Account
ing Association and the American Association of Collegiate
Schools of Business, be formed to assist interested schools in
planning and revising courses and programs for educating ac
countants, and to assist existing accrediting agencies and as
sociations in evaluating accounting courses and curricula.
6. That student internship as a part of the student’s educational
program be optional; that plans be developed by a committee of
the AICPA so that internships may be well organized and care
fully supervised by schools and practitioners when used; and
that serious effort be made toward answering the problem of
whether internships should be provided to all who qualify.
7. That an experience requirement be retained; that with the
baccalaureate degree, with, or supplemented by, evidence of
study of accounting, to the extent set forth in Resolution 2, the
experience be not less than two years; that as education is
extended beyond the baccalaureate degree the length of ex
perience should be reduced, but should not be less than one
year; that the experience should be under the guidance of a
CPA and some of the experience should be in the area of thirdparty reliance; and that a committee of the AICPA should pre
pare a statement as to what, in general, should be an accepta
ble type of experience for the CPA certificate (amended in
1960).
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8. That the existing purposes and level of the CPA examination
be continued.
9. That a candidate be permitted to take the examination when
he feels adequately prepared, but not before he has success
fully completed the recommended educational requirements.
10. That the CPA certificate be awarded after the candidate
has successfully completed the examination and experience
requirements.
11. That individual practitioners and the American Institute of
Certified Public Accountants cooperate in rendering assistance
to colleges by such means as providing instructional materials
drawn from business; providing student scholarships and in
ternships; providing funds for advanced study by faculty mem
bers; endowing professorial chairs; providing faculty residen
cies; and serving as, or providing, special lecturers.
12. That state society committees on state legislation should
consider local conditions in timing any recommendation for
necessary legislation.
13. That the AICPA take the leadership in causing periodic
reviews of education and experience for CPAs.

M a y 1960: Council Am endm ent of 1959 Resolution 7

7. That an experience requirement be retained; that with the
baccalaureate degree, with, or supplemented by, evidence of
study of accounting to the extent set forth in Resolution 2, the
experience be not less than two years; that as education is
extended beyond the baccalaureate degree the length of ex
perience should be reduced but should not be less than one
year; that the experience should be under the guidance of a
CPA or licensed public accountant (i.e., a public accountant
licensed under an accountancy statute which authorizes a state
board to take disciplinary proceedings) in public practice or in
an activity comparable thereto, and that some of the experience
should be in the area of third-party reliance; that at least one
year of the required experience must be in the public practice of
accounting; and that a committee of the AICPA should prepare a
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statement as to what, in general, should be an acceptable type
of experience for the CPA certificate.
M ay 1962: Council Am endm ent of 1959 Resolution 4

4. That postgraduate education for careers in public account
ing is desirable, and that as soon as it is feasible postgraduate
study devoted principally to accountancy and business ad
ministration become a requirement for the CPA certificate; that
when postgraduate education is undertaken and the curriculum
of postgraduate study is devoted principally to accountancy and
business administration, such courses taken beyond the bac
calaureate degree are deemed to compensate for deficiencies
in accounting and business courses in undergraduate study,
provided the total curriculum in accountancy and business ad
ministration shall be substantially the equivalent of that included
in the four-year undergraduate program recommended by the
Standards Rating Committee of the American Accounting As
sociation. As a corollary, it is expressly affirmed that graduates
receiving baccalaureate degrees in liberal arts, engineering,
and the like shall be encouraged to enter public accounting,
with postgraduate study devoted principally to accounting and
business administration.
M ay 1969

Council adopted the following resolutions as Institute policy to
supersede the resolutions which had been adopted in 1959 and
amended in 1960 and 1962.
1. The CPA certificate is evidence of basic competence of
professional quality in the discipline of accounting. This basic
competence is demonstrated by acquiring the body of knowl
edge common to the profession and passing the CPA examina
tion.
2. Horizons for a Profession1 is authoritative for the purpose of
delineating the common body of knowledge to be possessed by
those about to begin their professional careers as CPAs.
1 Robert H. Roy and James H. MacNeill, Horizons for a Profession (New York:
AICPA, 1967).
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3. At least five years of college study are needed to obtain the
common body of knowledge for CPAs and should be the educa
tion requirement. For those who meet this standard, no qualify
ing experience should be required.
4. The states should adopt this five-year requirement by 1975.
Until it becomes effective, a transitional alternative is four years
of college study and one year of qualifying experience.
5. The college study should be in programs comparable to
those described in “Academic Preparation for Professional Ac
counting Careers.” 2 The transitional qualifying experience
should be in public practice or equivalent experience in indus
try, government, or college teaching acceptable to state boards
of accountancy.
6. Candidates should be encouraged to take the CPA exami
nation as soon as they have fulfilled education requirements and
as close to their college graduation dates as possible. For those
graduating in June, this may involve taking the May examination
on a provisional basis.
7. Student internships are desirable and are encouraged as
part of the educational program.
8. The Report of the Standing Committee on Accounting Edu
cation,3 which provides that the accreditation of academic pro
grams is the responsibility of the academic community, is en
dorsed.
9. Educational programs must be flexible and adaptive and
this is best achieved by entrusting their specific content to the
academic community. However, the knowledge to be acquired
and abilities to be developed through formal education for pro
fessional accounting are proper and continuing concerns of the
AICPA.
10. The AICPA should review periodically the standards of
admission requirements for CPAs.
2 AICPA Committee on Education and Experience Requirements for CPAs,
“ Academic Preparation for Professional Accounting Careers,” Journal of Ac
countancy, December 1968.
3 Standing Committee on Education, Report of the Standing Committee on
Accounting Education (New York: AICPA, 1966).
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July 1973

The Board of Directors adopted the following resolution.
From time to time the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants receives inquiries from educators concerning the
profession’s official position regarding a variety of educational
matters. A recent instance was whether the Institute would en
dorse professional schools of accounting.
The Institute recognizes that during the last several years
the professional dimension of accounting as an academic dis
cipline has suffered a decline in many schools— a decline which
is of great concern to accountants. The Institute views this as
contrary to the public interest which requires that strong profes
sional programs be generally available at universities through
out the United States.
The Institute strongly endorses any action which provides
such strong professional programs. As one way, and perhaps
the preferable way, of achieving an increased emphasis on the
professional dimension of the discipline, the Institute endorses
and encourages the establishment of professional schools of
accounting at qualified and receptive colleges and universities.

O ctober 1976

Council adopted the following resolution.
Whereas the accounting profession is vitally concerned with
the nature and content of accounting education;
Whereas we are deeply concerned with the quality of
academic preparation for entrance to the profession;
Therefore, be it resolved that the AICPA should encourage
the development of quality professional programs of accounting
and participate in their accreditation.
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